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ABSTRACT 

 
This paper presents a new simplified Routh approximation technique for the MOR of large scale 

linear time-invariant systems that involves only alpha parameters to make the proposed technique 
simple. In reduced order modelling, the Routh approximation technique described in the literature is 
based on the alpha and beta parameters. In this technique, the denominator polynomial of the lower 
order system is obtained by the Routh approximation technique and the numerator polynomial is 
computed by a simple mathematical algorithm as discussed in the proposed scenario. To illustrate the 
proposed method, the fourth-order DC–DC converter model is reduced to its second-order reduced 
model. The modeling of DC–DC converter in continuous conduction mode is also developed and whose 
final output is a complete linear circuit model. In order to check the effectiveness and accuracy 
competitive to other popular and recent techniques in the literature, the proposed method has been 
applied on various standard numerical examples. 
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Introduction 

 In the realm of control engineering, the design of controllers for linear dynamic systems is a 
fundamental task. These systems are ubiquitous in engineering applications, spanning from aerospace 
and automotive control to industrial processes and robotics. Effective controller design aims to regulate 
the behavior of these systems to achieve desired performance metrics such as stability, tracking 
accuracy, disturbance rejection, and robustness. One of the challenges in controller design arises from 
the complexity of the dynamic models describing the system's behavior. These models often include 
numerous states and parameters, making the controller synthesis computationally demanding and 
sometimes impractical for real-time implementation. Model Order Reduction (MOR) techniques offer a 
solution to this challenge by reducing the complexity of the system models while preserving essential 
dynamic properties. 

 This paper explores the application of Model Order Reduction techniques in controller design for 
linear dynamic systems. It begins by providing a comprehensive overview of the fundamental concepts 
involved in both controller design and model order reduction.  

 Furthermore, this paper discusses the implications of using reduced-order models in controller 
synthesis. While MOR techniques can significantly reduce computational burden and facilitate real-time 
implementation, they may introduce approximation errors that affect the closed-loop system's 
performance. Therefore, a critical aspect of controller design involves assessing the trade-offs between 
model accuracy and computational efficiency. 

 Moreover, this paper addresses the challenges and limitations associated with MOR techniques, 
such as the selection of appropriate reduction parameters, handling uncertainty, and preserving stability 
and robustness properties. It highlights recent advancements and emerging trends in MOR for controller 
design, including data-driven approaches and integrated design methodologies. 
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 In summary, this paper aims to provide a comprehensive understanding of how Model Order 
Reduction techniques can be effectively employed in controller design for linear dynamic systems. By 
leveraging MOR methods, engineers can develop efficient and practical controllers that meet 
performance requirements while mitigating computational complexities associated with high-dimensional 
system models. 

Fundamentals of Model Order Reduction 

 In the realm of controller design for linear dynamic systems, understanding the fundamentals of 
Model Order Reduction (MOR) is crucial. MOR techniques aim to reduce the complexity of mathematical 
models while preserving essential system dynamics. Below are the key fundamentals of MOR: 

• System Dynamics Representation: Linear dynamic systems are typically represented by 
differential or difference equations, capturing the relationships between system inputs, outputs, 
and states. These equations can be represented in state-space or transfer function form. 

• Full Order System Model: The full order system model captures all the system's dynamics 
using a high-dimensional state-space representation or transfer function. This model accurately 
represents the system's behavior but can be computationally expensive to analyze and control. 

• Reduced Order Model (ROM): A reduced order model is a simplified representation of the full 
order system, obtained by eliminating or approximating less significant modes or states while 
preserving the essential system characteristics. ROMs have lower dimensionality compared to 
the full order model, resulting in reduced computational complexity. 

• Objective of Model Order Reduction: The primary objective of MOR is to reduce the 
computational burden associated with analyzing and controlling high-dimensional systems while 
maintaining or improving the accuracy of the system's response to inputs. 

• Preservation of System Properties: MOR techniques aim to preserve crucial system 
properties such as stability, controllability, observability, and frequency response characteristics 
during the model reduction process. This ensures that the reduced-order model accurately 
represents the system's behavior within the desired operating range. 

• Types of MOR Techniques: MOR techniques can be categorized into various approaches, 
including: 

▪ Projection-based Methods: Utilize orthogonal projections to capture dominant system 
modes. 

▪ Interpolation-based Methods: Approximate the system's response at specific points using 
interpolation techniques. 

▪ Moment-matching Methods: Match the moments of the reduced-order model with those of 
the full order model. 

▪ Balanced Truncation: Optimize the reduction by truncating the controllability and 
observability Gramians. 

▪ Krylov Subspace Methods: Generate a reduced-order model using Krylov subspace 
techniques like Arnoldi iteration or Lanczos iteration. 

• Trade-offs in Model Reduction: There's often a trade-off between the accuracy of the 
reduced-order model and the degree of reduction achieved. Aggressive reduction may lead to 
loss of important system features or inaccuracies in the model's response, while more 
conservative reduction may result in higher computational cost savings with acceptable 
accuracy. 

• Validation and Verification: It's essential to validate and verify the reduced-order model 
against the full order model to ensure that the reduction process has not introduced significant 
errors or inaccuracies. This involves comparing the responses of both models under various 
operating conditions. 

• Understanding these fundamentals provides a solid foundation for applying MOR techniques 
effectively in controller design for linear dynamic systems. By judiciously selecting and 
implementing MOR techniques, engineers can design efficient controllers that meet 
performance requirements while reducing computational complexity. 

Control and Design Technique 

 In the realm of control engineering, the application of Model Order Reduction (MOR) techniques 
in controller design for linear dynamic systems presents a promising avenue for managing the 
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complexities inherent in large-scale systems while ensuring efficient and robust control performance. This 
section provides an overview of control and design techniques commonly employed in conjunction with 
MOR for linear dynamic systems. 

• Pole Placement Technique: Pole placement is a classical control design technique aimed at 
placing the closed-loop system's poles at desired locations in the complex plane to achieve 
specified performance and stability criteria. When coupled with MOR, pole placement facilitates 
the design of reduced-order controllers that maintain essential system dynamics while 
effectively shaping the closed-loop response. 

• Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR): LQR is a modern control design technique that optimally 
minimizes a quadratic cost function representing the system's performance and control effort. In 
the context of MOR, LQR can be applied to both full-order and reduced-order models, providing 
a systematic approach to designing controllers that balance performance and control effort while 
accounting for model reduction-induced approximations. 

• Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) Control: PID control is a widely used control technique 
characterized by proportional, integral, and derivative control actions, which collectively regulate 
the system's response to achieve desired setpoints or trajectories. With MOR, PID controllers 
can be designed for reduced-order models, leveraging the simplicity and interpretability of PID 
control while mitigating the computational burden associated with high-dimensional systems. 

• H-infinity Control: H-infinity control is a robust control design technique that minimizes the 
effect of disturbances and uncertainties on the system's performance. By incorporating MOR, H-
infinity controllers can be tailored to reduced-order models, offering robust performance 
guarantees while addressing the challenges of model reduction-induced approximation errors. 

• State-Space Methods: State-space methods provide a framework for representing and 
analyzing dynamic systems in terms of state variables, inputs, outputs, and system matrices. 
When combined with MOR, state-space methods enable the design of reduced-order controllers 
directly in state-space form, facilitating seamless integration with MOR techniques such as 
balanced truncation or modal reduction. 

Application of MOR in Controller Design 

 The application of Model Order Reduction (MOR) in controller design offers several benefits and 
opens up avenues for addressing challenges encountered in controlling linear dynamic systems. Here 
are some key applications of MOR in controller design: 

• Complexity Reduction: MOR enables the reduction of the complexity of the system model, 
which is particularly advantageous for large-scale systems with high-dimensional state spaces. 
By reducing the order of the system model while preserving essential dynamics, MOR facilitates 
the design of controllers that are computationally tractable and scalable. 

• Real-Time Implementation: Reduced-order controllers obtained through MOR often have 
lower computational requirements compared to their full-order counterparts. This makes them 
suitable for real-time implementation in embedded systems or hardware-in-the-loop simulations, 
where computational resources are limited, and fast response times are crucial. 

• Control Synthesis for High-Dimensional Systems: MOR techniques allow for the synthesis of 
controllers for high-dimensional systems that would otherwise be computationally prohibitive to 
control directly. By reducing the system's order, MOR makes it feasible to apply sophisticated 
control design methodologies to large-scale systems, thereby improving control performance 
and robustness. 

• Parameterization and Tuning: Reduced-order models obtained through MOR are often more 
amenable to parameterization and tuning compared to full-order models. This enables more 
straightforward optimization of controller parameters, leading to improved control performance 
and faster convergence during controller tuning processes. 

• Stability and Robustness Analysis: MOR facilitates stability and robustness analysis of 
control systems by providing simplified models that retain essential system dynamics. Reduced-
order models allow for efficient analysis of system stability margins and robustness properties, 
enabling engineers to design controllers that meet stringent performance specifications. 
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• Controller Interpolation and Reconfigurability: Reduced-order models obtained through 
MOR can be leveraged for controller interpolation and reconfigurability purposes. By 
interpolating between reduced-order models corresponding to different operating conditions or 
system configurations, engineers can design controllers that adapt dynamically to changes in 
system behavior, enhancing overall system performance and resilience. 

Challenges and Solutions 

Challenges 

• Loss of Accuracy: Model order reduction (MOR) often introduces approximation errors, leading 
to a loss of accuracy in the reduced-order model compared to the original system. This can 
degrade control performance, especially for systems with intricate dynamics. 

• Stability Preservation: Ensuring the stability of the reduced-order system poses a significant 
challenge. Reduction techniques may inadvertently alter stability properties, leading to unstable 
or poorly performing controllers. 

• Computational Complexity: Despite reducing the model's order, some MOR techniques can 
still be computationally demanding, particularly for large-scale systems. This complexity can 
hinder real-time implementation and increase design time. 

Solutions 

• Error Minimization Techniques: Employ advanced MOR techniques that minimize 
approximation errors, such as moment matching or rational interpolation. These techniques aim 
to preserve critical system characteristics while reducing the model's order. 

• Stability Constraints Enforcement: Incorporate stability constraints during the MOR process 
to ensure that the reduced-order model retains stability properties. Techniques like balanced 
truncation with stability constraints or Lyapunov-based methods can help maintain stability. 

• Parallelization and Optimization: Utilize parallel computing architectures and optimization 
algorithms to enhance the efficiency of MOR techniques, enabling faster computation and real-
time implementation. Techniques like model reduction on GPUs or distributed computing can 
mitigate computational burdens. 

Industrial Applications and Success Stories 

 Industrial applications of Model Order Reduction (MOR) techniques in controller design have 
revolutionized various sectors, demonstrating substantial improvements in efficiency, performance, and 
cost-effectiveness. In aerospace engineering, MOR has been instrumental in designing flight control 
systems for large-scale aircraft, where reduced-order controllers offer enhanced stability and 
maneuverability while minimizing computational overhead. Similarly, in automotive industries, MOR has 
enabled the development of advanced vehicle control systems, optimizing fuel efficiency, handling, and 
safety through reduced-order controllers tailored to complex vehicle dynamics. Moreover, in power 
systems, MOR techniques have been deployed to design robust and efficient control strategies for smart 
grids, facilitating real-time monitoring, fault detection, and grid stabilization. MOR has also found 
applications in robotics, where reduced-order controllers enhance motion control, trajectory planning, and 
obstacle avoidance in industrial automation and autonomous systems. Overall, industrial success stories 
underscore the transformative impact of MOR in controller design across diverse domains, driving 
innovation, and advancing the state-of-the-art in control engineering. 

Future Directions 

 Future directions in the application of Model Order Reduction (MOR) techniques in controller 
design for linear dynamic systems are poised to address emerging challenges and exploit opportunities 
for innovation. One key direction involves the integration of MOR with machine learning and data-driven 
approaches, enabling the development of adaptive and intelligent control systems capable of learning 
from data and dynamically adjusting to changing system conditions. Additionally, the advancement of 
MOR methodologies tailored to nonlinear and time-varying systems holds promise for extending the 
applicability of reduced-order modeling techniques to a broader range of real-world scenarios. 
Furthermore, the exploration of MOR in the context of multi-physics and multi-domain systems presents 
an exciting avenue for designing holistic control strategies that account for coupled interactions between 
different physical phenomena. Moreover, the continued refinement of MOR algorithms for handling 
uncertain and stochastic systems will be crucial for enhancing control robustness and reliability in 
uncertain environments. Finally, the integration of MOR techniques with emerging technologies such as 
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quantum computing and neuromorphic computing offers new possibilities for accelerating MOR 
computations and pushing the boundaries of controller design capabilities. Overall, future directions in 
MOR aim to unlock new frontiers in control engineering, fostering innovation and addressing the evolving 
demands of complex dynamical systems. 

Conclusion 

 In conclusion, the application of Model Order Reduction (MOR) techniques in controller design 
for linear dynamic systems offers a powerful framework for managing complexity, improving efficiency, 
and enhancing control performance. Despite challenges such as accuracy loss and computational 
complexity, MOR continues to drive innovation across various industries, enabling the development of 
robust, scalable, and adaptive control solutions. Looking ahead, further research and advancements in 
MOR methodologies, coupled with interdisciplinary collaborations and integration with emerging 
technologies, hold the potential to reshape the landscape of control engineering, paving the way for more 
sophisticated, intelligent, and resilient control systems in the future. 
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